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PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT
KOREA
SECOND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS PROCESSING PROJECT
(Loan 1851-O)
PREFACE
This is the Project Completion Report (PCR) for the Second
Agricultural Products Processing Project in Korea, for which Loan 1851-KO
was approved on June 27, 1980 in the amount of US$50.0 million. The loan
was closed about nine months behind schedule on June 20, 1985 with a
cancellation of US$2.7 million on March 1, 1985.
The PCR was prepared by the Agriculture and Fisheries Development
Corporation (AFDC) and is supplemented with an Overview prepared by the
Asia Regional Office. The Report is based upon a review of (i) Staff
Appraisal Report; (ii) The President's Report; (iii) Loan and Guarantee
Agreements; (iv) Project data complied by AFDC; (v) supervision reports;
and (vi) various project-related files. Field visits to the project area
and to various sample industries were last made in December 1984.
This PCR was read by the Operations Evaluation Department (OED).
The draft PCR was sent to the Borrower for comments and they are attached
to the Report (Attachment 1).
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PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT
KOREA - SECOND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS PROCESSING PROJECT (LOAN 1851-KO)
BASIC DATA SAEET
KEY PROJECT DATA
Appraisal Actual or
Item Expectation Current Estimate
Total Project Cost (US$ million) 83.8 87.4
Underrun or Overrun (2) 4.3
Loan Amount (US$ million) 50.0 47.3
Disbursed 47.3
Cancelled 2.7
Repaid to 03131187 28.5
Outstanding to 03131/87 18.8
Date Physical Components Completed 12/83 1984
Proportion Completed by Above Date (2) 100 100
Proportion of Time Underrun or Overrun (2) +25
Economic Rate of Return (2) 21 11
Financial Performance Weak
Institutional Performance Weak
STAFF INPUT
(Staffweeks)
FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85 FY87 TOTAL
Preappraisal 2.2 13.0 15.3
Appraisal 73.7 73.7
Negotiation 6.2 6.2
Supervision 1.5 12.3 17.0 18.1 8.9 7.9 2.3 68.0
Other .1 .3 .4 .8
Total* 2.2 94.4 12.3 17.0 18.4 8.9 8.3 t 3 163.8
*Excludes time spent by Young Professionals.
CUMULATIVE DISBURSEMENTS
FY81 FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85
Appraisal Estimate (US$ M) 15.0 32.0 46.0 50.0
Actual (US$ M) 6.9 19.3 33.8 43.9 47.3
Actual as Z of Estimate 45.96 60.3 73.4 87.9 94.6
Date of Final Loan Disbursements: June 19, 1985
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MISSION DATA
Month No. of No. of S,aff Date of
Year Weeks Persons 1eeke Report
Identification 11176 4 3 12 1/06/76
Preparation 6179 2 2 4 -
Appraisal 8/79 4 5 20 4118180
Total 36
Supervision I 10/80 1.5 1 1.5 11108180
Supervision II 5181 1.5 2 3 6130181
Supervision III 2/82 2 1 2 3112/82
Supervision IV 12/82 2 2 4 1/20183
Supervision V 6183 1.5 2 3 7/29183
Supervision VI 2/84 1.5 2 3 3127184
Supervision VII 12/84 2 4 8 1/31185
Total 24.5
OTHER PROJECT DATA
Original Actual or
Item Plan Revisions Eat. Actual
First Mention in Files of Timetable 12/14/76
Negotiations 04/07/80 04/07/80
Board Approval 05/22180 05/22/80
Loan/Credit Agreement Date 06/27/80 06127/80
Effective Date 09/03/80 09/03180
Closing Date 09130/84 02128/85 06120185
Borrower Agriculture and Fishery Development Corp.
Executing Agency Agriculture and Fishery Development Corp.
Fiscal Year of Borrower January 1 - December 31
Follow-on Project Name None
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PROJECT CO-MLETION REPORT
KOREA
SECOND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS PROCESSING PROJECT
(Loan 1851-RO)
EVALUATION SUWARY
Introduction
1. The Second Agricultural Products Processing Project was financed
under Credit 1851-10, approved In 1980. The project ained at upgrading the
the agro-fishery processing Industry by providing funds through the
Agriculture and Fisheries Development Corporation (AFDC). Total projact
costs were estimated W 48,600 million (US$83.8 million), against which an
ZBRD Loan of US$50.0 million was negotiated. It was expected that the
project would be completed by September 30, 1983 and the Loan would close
on September 30, 1984.
iI. Implementation began in 1980 after a short delay. Because of much
higher investment costs and much higher burdens to small and medium sized
borrowers than estimated at appraisal, the project's financial and economic
success wa considerably lover than anticipated. After one extension, the
loan was closed on June 20, 1985, with a balance of US$2.7 million that was
cancelled.
Objectives and Rationale
III. The project objectives were tot support a high priority
Government effort to increase income and employment in rural areas by
augmenting the value added; expand production and exports from the
agriculture sector; and increase the supply and quality of processed foods
to consumers by supporting agri and fisheries processing subloans which
vouldt
(a) reduce wastage of farm produce from spoilage and loss, especially
of perishables, through the provision of additional processing
capacity, including freezing and cold storage, and Improved
efficiency of processing;
(b) increase supplies, better quality and larger variety of processed
foods throughout the year which would meet domestic and export
demand, assist in dampening the significant supply and price
fluctuations of farm produce, especially fruits, vegetables and
other perishables during the off season periods. The supply of
processed products at generally lower costs would be an additional
benefit to consumers;
(c) raise productivity of labor involved in processing by about 16-322
by upgrading the level of technology;
(d) create S,000 jobs in the processing industry atd raise farmers and
processed workers incomesl and
(e) increase value-added, total employment, export earnings and Import
substitution for the economy.
iv. In addition, the project was to strengthen the institutional
capacity of AFDC, especlally by providing financial and technical
assistance for developmei.: of agro-processing for small and medium
vrocessors.
Implementation Experience and Results
v. The Project was approved by the Board on May 5, 1980. The legal
documents, comprising a Loan Agreement with the Agriculture and Fisheries
Developmeut Corporation (AFDC) and a Guarantee Agreement with the Republic
of Korea, were signed on June 27, 1980, and became effective on
September 20, 1980. The Appraisal Report (2849a-XO) was completed on
April 18, 1980. The President's Report (P-2799-X0) was completed on
April 20, 1980. The Project Completion Report date was September 30, 1983
and the Closing Date was September 30, 1984. The Loan Account was closed
on June 20, 1985, nine months after the original date. The funds were to
be relent to agro-processing enterprises, with repayment periods to be
determined by their individual cash flow estimates, and interest at not
less than 12S p.a. Sub-borrowers were to bear the foreign exchange risk.
AFDC was to expend about US$0.5 million for technical assistance and
training to strengthen its Project Department.
vi. The Agricultural Fishery Development Corporation (AFDC) began to
lend under the Project in July 1980 and by the closing date had 128
sublosas been processed. Out of the Loan of US$50.0 million total
disbursements of US$47.3 million were completed in June 1985 and US$2.7
million was cancelled. A total of W 4,375 million was disbursed or 91.3S
of the amount committed. Loans to cooling and cold store facilities
accounted for a relatively large part of the credit. Of the 128 subloans,
30 subloans were for freezing and cold/chilled stores, amounting to W
14,366 million, or 32.42, which in the Appraisal Report it wss anticipstcd
to be only 281. This critical change of investment strategy and the low
utilization (less than 401 of capacity) of these cold stores along with
over a 661 increase in construction costs, caused individual investors much
hardship, resulting in some default and sales of those facilities. As a
result, the return on inwestment, and the financial and economic rates of
return were much lower than anticipated during the Appraisal of the
Project. Nevertheless, all key covenants were completed, mostly on
schedule, and without any major effect on the project.
vii. The appraisal process at APDC ran into a number of snags,
including carrying out the process by inexperienced technicians and under-
experienced agri-business and marketing professionals. There was some
Impropriety on the part of a few individuals at APDC. Part of the problem
was the parastatal's inability to pay for competence by contracting for
experience either for full time staff or for short tenm consultants. The
financial Irregularities have now been resolved.
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Vitt. The project did not have a system to measure whether the
objectives were attained. Nevertheless most of the subborrowers are small
and medium entrepreneurs. About 13 subloans were made to large cmpanies
to a total amount of about W 15,t44 million, or 341 of the total amount
committed. A large number of different types of agro-businesses bave been
financed. The main categories aret rice milling (17 subprojects), drying
of fish and vegetables (16 subprojects), chilled storage for fruits and
vegetables (15 subprojects), cold stores for fish and meat (15
subprojects), fish meat processing (14 subprojects) and preservation of
vegetables (12 subprojects). AFDC gained some valuable but costly
experience in appraising agri-fishery processing loans. AFDC continues to
have only marginal in-house competence to take on sophisticated technical
and financial analysis. It is not clear that the project upgraded the
level of technology. In the Republic of Korea efficient and modern cold
storage facilities provide iced fish and frozen fish to all regions by
refrigerated vans. While the countries agri-fishery industry has
developed, there is not any Indication fosm the draft PCR what upgraded
technology was adopted. T1he Project however, increased the cold store
facilities to about 160,000 metric tons. While this was thought to be too
high In 1983, this has had an effect on holding back 1984185 prices on
onions and satisfied consumer demand.
Sustainabillty
IX. Of ¶.ie 128 subloans, 77 companies are In *peretion; 27 are under
foreclosure due to long overdue payments, or bankruptcy; 21 companies were
under financial reorganization; and two subloans have been caneolled. Out
of the 27 subprojects under foreclosures, 12 are related to chilled stores
and cold storages, and of the other 15 subprojects dealing with food
processing in general, 7 are related to fish processing. The average
subloan under foreclosure is U 348.0 million (US$0.5 million), hilch is
close to the average of the total loan portfolio which is W 365.0 million
(US$0.52).
Findings and Lessons
X. While there were broad benefits of providing linkages from food
production to consumer, short term standard measures of success were only
marginal. It is estimated that about 3,500 new jobs were created from the
project's loans sad will obtain direct benefits through the incremental
increase in agri-fishery business financed In this project. At appraisal
the financial rate of return (FRR) for the project was based on model agro-
pcocessing units and was estimated at 241. The re-estimated FAR after
financing using the same model approach was about 14S. The estimated
overall economic rate of return (ERR) at appraisal was about 211. The re-
estimated ERR after financing calculated In the same manner as the SAR Is
112, largely due to exchange rate difficulties, high investment and
operating cost, reduction in expected benefits, and overt expectations for
esports of agri-fishery products without ample market research. The
appraisal report clearly discussed the risks and that with an increase of
costs by 202 "investment and operating costs would reduce the overall FRR
from 241 to Q9 and the ERR from 211 to 151." In fact, Investment costs
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increased by 40-66Z, particularly in the cold stores which was about 32.4%
of the portfolio under the project. With 662 Increase in costs, an
estimated 10-121 FRR for the three typos of cold stores is a more realistic
calculation, if the full capacity was utilized. However, capacity
utilization wes far less, about 402, which would further drag-down the FRR
calculation to 8-9Z, instead of the optlistic 21Z estimated in the
appraisal report and 12-152 in the PCR for cold stores.
xi. While the yearly export earnings was- stated at US$35.0 million,
subloans to the industries that exported thevo items were a very smll
percentage of the portfolio (an optImistic estimation of exports would
encompass about 7.82 of the portfolio). Nevertheless, exports do not
appear to be calculated for either the financial or economic rates of
return in the appraisal; and as a result and according to our own
standards, cannot be used in the calculation or a re-estimated PRR or ERR.
xii. Using FRR and ERR In any agri-business in the a.ort period is not
always the best gauge. In the early years with a very slow start-up
whereby the cashflow Is negative or only just positive, the FPR or ERS will
always be negative; agribusiness are subject to climate and other natural
factors and thus are slower to mature or become profltable. In a longer
period, eight to ten years, PRR and ERR are much more reliable.
xiii. The passing on of the foreign exchange risk to Individual
borrowers has likely caused undue hardship to most small and medium size
borrowers. This Is particularly true for equipment that w-as Imported, e.g.
the cold stores, and the food processing lines, where actual costs were
from 40-662 higher than anticipated at appraisal. In addition prior to
appraisal the Korean exchange rate was W 484; when the initial loan were
made the exchange rate was about V 580 to the US Dollar, and within a short
period before repayment, the exchange rate nearly doubled to W 870 vo the
US dollar. Borrowers, thus had to pay nearly double the Won if, as It
certainly was In the case of all equipment and some building materials, it
was imported. In addition, whilst the nominal lnterest rate for the loan
wa 8.252, cross-currency risk raised this to 13.72 or 8.52 above Libor,
this effect compounded the effect of the won-dollar exchange rate
movements. This placed undue hardship on the Indlividual small and medius
borrowers. This hardship was compounded if the borrower was processing or
cold storing a non exported crop vhere both kinds of projects gave low
returns on Investment. It is clear that passing foreign exchange risks to
small ov medium slse borrowers particularly In a volatile or a high
inflationary economy, are too much of a risk, particularly because these
borrowers are only in the domestic market and there is no way to keep up
with earning foreign exchange directly and thus to reduce the Impact.
xiv. The princigal lessons learned revolve around issues concerning:
appraisal of the subprojects, supervision of the subprojects, technical
assistance to the subborrowers, training, financial and legal aspects:
(a) A&2raisal of the SuboroJects. Evaluations of manageumnt
capability should be made for each proposal. Often the
subborrowers had little, or no experience in the particular
agribusiness. APDC s4ould consider requiring a higher equity
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contribution from 202 to 302 by the borrowers. In same cases AFDC
should or could be asaisting in tb financing of new and important
and high cost industry; more care has to be made of the high
Investment costs through close supervision by AFDC; market
analysts must be strengthened, as AFDC's efforts were minimal and
went no further a calculation of priea different1als which
resulted in failure of a number of enterprises; adequate and
timely raw material supply is critical to any agro-in'ustry
project and the profitability Is sensitive to changes in raw
material, making it critical for AFDC to make a thorough Analysis
of the micro availability of raw materials; and many tchnical
issues were not addressed. AFDC must either have the in-house
capability or be able to hire consultants to resolve technical
issues;
(io) Sugervision of the Subgrolects. Appraisal and supervision of
subprojects were carried out by different divisions, provision
should have been made for closer coordination. Moreover,
supervision by competent professionals should be required at least
once every three months in the first two years of a subproject and
at least twice a year up to year four; supervision should be
carried out by appraisal and supervision staff, as well as local
competent consultants. Audited statements should be required for
all subprojecti and supervision missions by the lending
institution should insist on their completion;
(c) Technical Assistance. The agri-fishery lending Institution should
take a more active role In the provision of technical assistance
to the subborrovers; if necessary by competent consultants.
Technical advise must be precise, e.g. cold or dry stores should
handle more than one product; advise should be given to minimise
loss in cold storages, owners of cold stores should have close
contact with producers to enhance quality and quantity;
procurement of equipment sbould be monitored, so that the project
will be upgraded to obtain optimal technical solutions with
acceptable prices; market evaluations should be supported by the
agri-fishery lending institution by providing information on
market trends and possible now market outlets to the subborrouers
(d) Training. APDC and, similarly, many agri-fishery lending
Institutions, or departments are not properly trained In
evaluation of the main issues of this subsector. Standard manuals
on appraisal are not enough, analysis of sector specific issues is
critical to their successt
(e) Financial Asgects. Repayment of Interest and principal should
take place more frequently than twice a year. It is recommended
that payment Is made at least four times a year; and
(f) Leaal Asoects. Projects early In ths project cycle should develop
legal procedures to hasten the legal process to recover the
outstanding loan amount to prevent deterioration or non
maintenance, as well as disappearance of plant equipment.
- ix -
PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT
KOREA
SECOND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS PROCESSING PROJECT (LOAN 1851-RO)
OVERVIEW
1. The Second Agricultural Products Processing Project (Lu 1851-O)
was a continuation and expansion of the development program for
agroprocessing financed under the Integrated Agricultural Products
Processing Project (Loan 994-RO). It provided medium and long-torm loans
to the private sector through the Agriculture and Fisheries Development
Corporation (AFDC). The project supported a lending program which was part
of a high priority Government effort to incroase income and employment in
the rural areas by augmenting the value added, expand production and
axports from the agriculture sector, and increase the supply and quality of
processed foods to consumers. A loan of US$50 million for the project was
extended to the Government of Korea under a loan agreement signed on June
27, 1980. The project became effective on September 3, 1980 and was closed
on June 20, 1985, about nine months behind schedule, with cancellations of
US$2.0 million on March 1, 1985 and US$0.6 million on the closing date.
2. AFDC has prepared the attached Project Completion Report whlch has
been reviewed by the divilsion and found to be a fair and thorough account
of project implementation. The Bank became well-acquaLited with AFDC
through the two projects, the Agricultural Sector Survey in 1983, and a
proposed third project whilch was to be part of an Agricultural Sector Loan
in 198415. This overview supplements AFDC's PCR with basic information on
the agroprocessing sector, the borrower, and previous agricultural projects
in Korea. In addition, comments are made on project implementation and
conclusions.
The Asroprocessina Subsector
3. The agroprocessing subsector was studied in the context of the
agricultural sector In a survey undertaken by the Bank in 1983 and is
described in the Agricultural Sector Survey (Report No. 4709-XO), dated
April 23, 1984. In summerys
About 4,6000 commercial firms are engaged in processing food,
beverages and tobacco. These firms, accounting for 16S of the
manufacturing sector's gross output, employing 175,000 workers,
and providing 6S of the country's exports, are mostly small-scale
processors. They are characterized by obsolete equipment,
unsophisticated technology, low levels of capitalization and
capacity utilization ranging from 10 for fish canning to 471 for
freezing and chilled storage and 802 for flour milling. Some 62
of the firms (255) employ more than 100 v rkers and account for
801 of production. Almost half the firms employ fewer than 10
vorkers. The smallest firms are engaged In producing bean curd,
marine products, and potato starch, and the largest firms are
those insolved in processing milk, sugar flour, edible oils,
coffee and taa. Additionally, there are some 10,000-12,000
processor .at have fewer then five employees and are, therefore,
not included In the Government's manufacturing sector statistics.
These firms, primarily involved In rice milling. employ an
estimated 30,000 workers.
About 50 meatprocessors u e modern technology and facilities of
international standard, but the National Livestock Cooperative
Federation estlmates that about 140 slaughtorhouses need to be
renovated or replaced and plans to provide financial assistance
through the Livestock Development Fund. Grain processing,
particularly flour milling and corn starch processing, is capital
intensive, but with the exception of eight companies engaged in
baking and confectioneries, most of the processors use outmoded
technology and obsolete facilities requiring substantial haad
labor. The processing technology employed for horticultural and
marine products is mainly limited to dehydration, froezSing,
canning and bottling. Drying of fish and seaweed by sunshine and
coal heat has been a tradit- mal method of processing; canned
foods were introduced in the 1950s, frozen fruits and vegetables
in the mid-1970s. Except for hot air drying and canning, the
technology for processing fruits and vegetables is still in the
development stage, and many of the small processors produce low-
quality, high priced products. Most processors face shortages of
funds, both for operation and facility expansion. The Government
finances less than 302 of the sector's total borrowings. The
shortage of operating funds for fruit and vegetable processors is
aggravated by the custom of making advance payment to producers
and buying a standing crop in order to have an assured supply of
raw materials. In addition, the sector has to cope with
seasonally unstable supplies of raw materials; the pipeline for
imported materials is long and customs procedures cumbersome. The
marketing of production is hampered by lack of transportation
equipment, inadequate advertising efforts and a traditional
distribution system that relies on commission agents to
merchandise the processed goods.
Previous Prolects
4, Bank assistance to Korea's agriculture sector has been in support
of specific projects through 18 loansicredits totalling US$780 million. Of
this amount, about 68S has been for irrigation and rural development, 141
for storage, processing, and marketing, 141 for farm credit; 31 for
livestock development and 1S for seed improvement. In the storage,
processing and marketing category, the Agriculture and Fisheries
Development Corporation (APDC) has implemented two projects using Bank
loans (Loans 994-K0 and 185 1-D) and Seoul Metropolitan Government another
(Loan 2111-KO for construction of a municipal wholesale market).
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5. AFDC's first Bank loan for the Integrated Agricultural Projects
Processing Project (Ln. 994-R0) provided long-term funds for onlending to
private firms developing on-farm production of asparagus, mushroom, and oak
mushroom; and processing and cold storage facilities for these crops as
well as ocher specially vegetables and fruits. It also included technical
assistance to help AFDC Improve its operations. Total project costs were
estimated at US$20 million, of which the Bank financed US$13 million. In
all, AFDC provided 44 subloans for modernization, expansion and new
construction of a wide spectrum of agroprocessing facilities, and 583
subloans for farm development, expending 72Z of the funds intended for this
purpose. APDC's appraisal of Individual subloas indicated financial rates
of return ranging from 18-632. The PPAR for the project estimated an
overall economic rate of return of 352. The project had significant
institution-building effects, particularly with regard to the quality of
appraisal and strengthening of AFDC's accounting and financial management
Systems.
The Borrowe:
6. AFDC was chartered as a state corporation in 1967 to contribute to
increased farmers' incomes and a balanced supply of food products by
assisting and promoting the development of the agroprocessing subsector.
These original objectives were widened through legislation in 1978 and 1983
which entrusted AFDC with management of the Agricultural Products Price
Stabilization Program (APPSP) and improvement of wholesale and retail
markets and agrlcultu .1 marketing services. To achieve these broad
objectives, AFDC maintais subsidiaries and provides loans to private firms
for construction and operation of facilities for storing, processing, and
marketing agricultural and fisheries products. It also provides nrnagerial
and technical assistance for such firm; procures agricultural and
fisheries products for the purpose of supply management and price
stabilization; performs research and extension on storage and processing
technology; and develops domestic and export markets for processed
products.
7. Although it Is a separate legal entity under the direction of an
Independent Board, AFDC comes under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of
Agriculture and Fisheries. Its policies and certain important operational
matters, e.g., annual operating plans and budgets, number of professional
staff and their compensation, are subject to MNF approval. The Board of
Directors is chaired by a Presidential appointee and has three ex-officio
positions: the Director General of the Agricultural Policy Bureau (MAF),
the Executive Secretary of the Public Enterprise Management Council (EPB),
and the President of AFDC. Six other positions, by law, may be filled by
persons from research or academic institutions, public enterprises,
consumers' organizations, or other associations related to AFDC operations.
AFDC facilities include its headquarters in Seoul, five branch offices
(Seoul, Taegu, Pusan, Kwangju and Daejon), the Food Research Institute
(FRI) in Suwon, and the Agricultural Marketing Training Institute (ANTI) in
Suwon.
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8. APDC's staff has grown from 407 in 1979 (238 professional and
2,169 suppcet staff) to 420 In 1984 (282 professional and 138 support
staff) to 588 (495 professional and 183 support) in August 1986. The
profes.sional staff comprise lawyers, economists, financial analysts, food
techntologists, engineers and marketing specialists. Some 218 staff were
employed at headquarters, 261 at branch offices, 83 at FRI, and 26 at AMTI.
Overall, the quality of the senior atd middle-level management is high.
However, because the salary range authorized by MAP for new employees does
not attract mid-career professional staff, recruitment activities are aimed
at recent university graduates. Consequently, AFDC's technical personnel
are academically well-trained, but generally lack outside experience in
their specialties.
9. In Its early years (1968-72), AFDC*s financlal support to
agroprocessors was mailay in the form of equity participation, which was
considered then to be casential for stimulating private investment. AFDC
made equity investments totaling W 8,800 million in 26 agroprocessing
firms, most of which proved to be unprofitable and w"ich were sold to
private investors. In order to sell them, it was necessary for AFDC to
convert its equity Into long-term loans at zero Interest. AFDC still
retains total ownership of two subsidiariess Korea Cold Storage Co.,
successfully operating in Seoul, and Hankuk Trading Co., which imports and
exports agricultural and fishery products, mainly to Japan. In addition,
it holds 40S stock ownership in Kortec, Ltd., which dries and processes
tobacco under Government monopoly, and 402 in Maeil Dairy Industries Co.,
which received Bank Group assistance totaling US$22.0 million (Cr. 234-RO
and Ln. 1193-KO). AFDC's equity investment in its subsidiaries amounted to
W 4,409 million and earned dividends of W 659.9 million in 1983.
Prolect Desizn and Imalementatlon
10. Prolect Desins: The project design addressed the main issues
which had arisen during implementation of the first project (see PCR for
Loan 994-KO). The scope of the project was widened to include a variety of
agroprocessing activities, conditions of effectiveness were set as those
that could be realistically met, the requirement for international
competitive bidding for subprojects over the free limit was eliminated, and
the types of lending activity to be undertaken were those for which AFDC
had clear responsibility.
11. Lending to large comDanies: Even though covenants set the limit
on lending to large companies at less than 402 of Bank funds, this was
recurrent theme in the dialogue between AFDC and the Bank during project
implementation. The Bank's position was that financially attractive
subprojects should be able to obtain funding from alternative sources such
as the Korea Development Bank (RDB) and Krea Long-Term Credit bank (XLB)
especially if the owners of the subprojects were well-established companies
In Korea. The Bank frequently urged AFDC to accelerate lending to small
and medium scale processors so that AFDC would achieve the lending target
set in the Loan Agreement (602 of total funds should be extended to small
and medium sized processors). AFDC's argument was: (1) some types of
sgroprocesslng require sophisticated technology and high-priced modern
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equipment necessitating a heavy investment costs that small processors
cannot afford; (2) although there are several institutions able to finanee
the agroprocessing subsector, funds for fixed investments were very limited
in terms of amounts available and lending priority wa given to
manufacturers of export products. AFDC did hold their loans to large
processors within the limit Imposed by the Loan Agreement (13 subloans were
extended totalint W 15.650 million or 35Z of proiect funds). In
retrospect, many of the agroprocessore promoted by the Bank loan were poor
credit risks. The Bank's Inflexibility on this issue is clearly a factor
in AFDC's present financial difficulties; Implementation of Bank projects
has caused the organization to incur losses of W 2,869 million in 1985.
12. Lendint for cold storaRe facilities: A second recurrent theme in
the dialogue was lending for cold storage. A study financed under the
project (carried out by Samil Company, a local accounting firm) has
estimated regional requirements for additional cold storage facilities
based on existing facilities and projected needs. AFDC argued that of the
existing facilities, those that were more than ten years old were obsolete
and should be considered for replacement of capacdty. From 1981 on, the
Bank urged AFDC to curtail its lending for cold storage. With few
exceptions, AFDC agreed to this position. In retrospect, the cold storage
facilities financed by AFDC are among its successful subloans (plants in
operation without financial difficulties). Whether the Bank was able to
hold expwansion to the financially and economically viable limits or whether
further expansion could have been supported is questionable.
13. Bad debts: In January 1984, it became apparent that a number of
APDC's subborrowers were experiencing financial difficulties, as evidenced
by the number of loans in arrears (many of whom were still in the grace
pteriod and only obligated to pay interest). By the end of the year, the
situation had worsened with 27 subprojects under foreclosure proceedings
and repayment of another 42 subloans in arrears. The Bank's supervision
mission in December 1984 focussed on AFDC's policies and procedures and
made a number of recommendations to strengthen AFDC's appraisal,
supervision and loan recovery procedures. In March 1982, the Bank agreed
to permit AFDC to relieve certain subborrowers of the foreign exchange risk
associated with subloans by denominating those subloans in local currency.
However, AFDC's financial situation was imperiled to the point that it
withdrew from the proposed Agricultural Sector Loan then being processed in
the Bank.
14. AFDC (in their document Proposed Prepayment of Loan 1851-KO,
September 1986) cited the following as the major reasons for bad debts:
(a) The foreign exchange risks borne by the sub-borrowers were too
great.
(b) Lending priority was given to small and medium processors
characterized by:
(i) lack of working capital to expand their operations;
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(il) low capacity utilization rates due to unstable supplies
of imported raw materials or the lI ited seasonality of
domestic production;
(ii) difficulty in market development in competition with
large-scale processors having well-established marketing
channels; and
(iv) low profitability resulting from overcompetition among
poor and small-scale processors.
(c) The stable growth of the economy in the 1980s made it more
difficult for newly established companies than during the
period of higher inflation.
(d) Operational difficulties encountered by particular types of
processing:
(i) Chilled storage - low profitability resulting from the
Government's price stabilization policy;
(it) Fish meat processing - production of major raw materials
(such as Alaska pollack, corvenia) decreased and market
development also proved difficult due to medium-quality
of the products;
(Cii) Drying and pickling - basically low in profitability due
to little value added through simple processing and
(iv) Rice milling - reduced profits due to cessation of rice
Import, rapidly decressing barley production, etc.
15. Prepayment of the Bant. Loans APDC estimated that the amortization
of the Bank loan when convertad into domestic currency increased by a
weighted average of 34S in 1985 and 14X in the first half of 1985, as a
result of the adjustment factor calculatod from the currency pooling
system. Because of this, the AFDC and the Government requested to
partially prepay the Bank loan without prepayment penalty. The Bank agreed
to waive the penalty and $15.4 million equivalent was prepaid on November
10, 1986. AFDC expects to repay the balance in two installments of US$4.3
million equivaleut in 1987 and in 1988.
Conclusions
16. To meet the project's objectives: (a) to support a high priority
Government effort to increase income and employment in the rural areas by
argumenting the value added, (b) to expand production and exports from the
agriculture sector and (c) to increase the supply and quality of processed
foods to consumers, the following might have been dones
(a) More emphasis might have been placed on location (favoring
rural and small city sites), type of facility, and introduction
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of technology rather than on sixe of the subborrower. This
would hAve tended to exclude from project financing small
agroprocessors relying on such traditional methods as drying
and pickling and chilled storage, which account for a large
portion of APDC's bad debts.
(b) More careful analysis of the government's agricultural policies
by the Baik at appraisal and during supervision would have
Indicated the -profitability of financing onion storage, in
the context of the Government's price stabilization program,
which was shown to have national (but not regional)
overcapacity. Also, it is interesting to note that although
the Beak refused to participate on economic grounds in a
program to finance the renovation of the rice milling industry
(for milling of government-procured grain), this project wa
being used to accomplish the same purpose.
(c) Bank funds could have been placed with one of the large
development fianmce companies (such as XDB), which have
received Bank support, and earmarked for agroprocessing.
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PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT
KOEA
SECOND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS PROCESSING PROJECT (LOAN 1851-KO)
I. INTRODUCTION
1.01 The major thrusts of the Government's agricultural development
strategy in the 1970's aimed at expanding farm mechanization, increasing
the output and productivity of agriculture production, mainly the
diversification and expansion of high value foods, and developing storage,
processing and marketing facilities for agricultural products. The
Government encouraged development of the agroprocessing industry to
increase income and employment in the rural area, expand the supply and
quality of processed foods to meet rapidly rising consumer demand, and
increase exports of processed products. In this connection, AFDC initiated
the first Bank-financed project long-term funds for onlending to private
firms to develop and moderniset (i) on-farm production of asparagus,
mushroom and oak mushroom, and ({i) canneries, drying plants and cold
storage facilities for the processing of these crops as well as other
specialty vegetables and fruits. The project became effective in March
1975 and funds were fully disbursed by June 1980. The Second Agricultural
Products Processing Project (Loan 1851-KO) was planned as a follow-up to
the first project with an expansion in scope to provide long-term loans to
a wide variety of agroprocessing enterprises. The project formed part of
the Government's program for development of the sgroprocessing subsector
under the Fourth and Fifth Five-Year Economic Development Plans (1977-81
and 1982-86).
I$. PROJECT FORMULATION
Preparation and Appraisal
2.01 AFDC employed a consulting firm in January 1979 to undertake an
agroprocessing facility study which was completed in May 1979. The scope
and size of the proposed project was based on the above study which
projected the investment needs of the agroprocessing subsector during the
period 1980-1985, the loan demand for such investments indicated by
potential subborrowers to AFDC, and the lending program proposed by AFDC
taking into account its loan processing capacity. During the four-year
project period 1980-1983, the subsector's investment needs were estimated
to be about W 242 billion (US$ 375 million), of which the project would
finance about 15X. Projected lending by six financial intermediaries other
than AFDC indicated that they would finance about one-third (332) of the
investment needs, with the remaining 52Z expected to be financed by the
private sector.
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2.02 APDC'o project preparation report ws submitted to the G6vernment
and the Bank in July 1979. The project was appraised by the Bank in
SeptemberlOctober 1979. The project was intended to come on stream so as
to provide an interrupted continuity with the first project.
Proiect Descrb_tion
2.03 The project, as planned at appraisal, supported long-term loans
for the entire agroprocessing subsector. The agroprocessing enterprises
eligible for financing under the project included freezing and cold
storage, canning, drying, pickling and other preservation of fruits,
vegetables, meat and fisheries products, oil seed extraction, grain based
foods (e.g., noodles), fruit juice based beverages, dairy processing and
non-food processing. All of these enterprises had been identified by the
consultant study as having good prospects for expansion. The project
financed improvements to existing facilities and the construction and
equipping of new facilities. Investments were to be undertaken by the
private sector.
2.04 The project also provided funds for training abroad of the AFDC
Project Department'. technical staff and employment of short-torm foreign
consultants to resolve specific agroprocssing processing problems, carry
out market studies, and support the introduction of nw technology.
2.05 AFDC anticipated about 110 - 120 subloas, ranging from about
US$150,000 to US$1.0 million. Project covenanto set a celling of US$2.0
million on individual subloans, unless agreed by the Bank, and a limit of
40% of the total project funds for loans to large processors.
III. IHPLEKKNTATION
Overvie
3.01 The Loan and Guarantee Agreements were signed on July 27, 1980.
The Loan becam effective on September 3, 1980 after the Bank accepted
evidence submitted by APDC in fulfillment of conditions included
establishment of a department-level unit responsible for the preject.
Project funds vere fully financed by June 10, 1985 and loan disbursement
from the Bank ws completed on June 20, 1985, about nine months after the
closing date originally scheduled In the Loan Agreement.
Oreanization and Manatement
3.02 The AFDC Project Unit, established as a division to Implement the
first project, wEa expanded and upgraded to a Project Department for the
second project in view of the wide range of processing facilities to be
financed and the need to provide adequate technical extension and market
support to processors, mainly small- and medium-size industries. The
Department was headed by a manager and consisted of three division-
-Appraisal, Technical Assistance and Credit Administration--with a total
staff of 30, comprising 26 professionals and four support staff.
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3.03 The Appraisal Division, responsible for appraisal of the
subprojects, had a total of 14 staff, comprising five agroproessaing
specialists, five financial analysts, three marketing specialists sud one
economist. The appraisal procedures Included undertaking field
$nvestigations to assess the capability and financial standing of the sub-
borrowers and competence of their technical staff, suitability of the sub-
project sites in terms of their adequacy for the processing plants and
location, availability of raw material Input, and other related matters.
Project investments were evaluated in terms of their technical feasibility
and financial viability.
3.04 The Technical Assistance Division, comprising two agroprocessing
experts, two processing engineers and a marketing specialist, undertook
regular field visits to supervise processing facilities financed by the
project, including the provision of technical extension and market support
to subborrowers and other processors. Technical extension and market
support included assistnce to processors tot (i) raise the productivity
of their processing facilities througe better teebAques and methods of
production, utilization of machinery and plant layout, (it) Improve quality
control of both the raw material input and processed output, (III) resolve
processing problems, and (iv) market their output.
3.05 The Credit Administration Division consisted of seven professional
staff and four support staff. The professionals were responsible for
subloan proceeds, collection of subloan repayments, preparation of progress
reports, and liaison with the Bank.
3.06 Of the 26 professionals required, 12 staff were assigned to the
Project Department (PD) in April 1980 at its establishment and nine
positions were filled in July 1980. However, a number of staff did not
have academic or professional qualifications acceptable to the Bank. In
January 1981, the PD was strengthened by outside recruitment of ten staff,
of whom six were suitably qualified for their positions. In spite of
AFDC's efforts to appoint qualified staff through both recruitment and
internal transfer, the results were not particularly successful chiefly due
to various Institutional constraints imposed on state-owned enterprises,
particularly low salaries. AFDC advised the Bank that efforts to select
better qualified staff to fill the remaining vacant positions would be
concentrated on AFDC Internal sources rather than recruitment outside AFDC.
As a result, the four unqualified staff were replaced in July 1981 and.
vacant positions were filled over the next two years.
Project Lending
3.07 In the first full year of implementation after loan effectiveness
in September 1980, the project was not far behind the schedule envisaged at
appraisal. However, a significant share of the lending was for frozen and
cold storage rather than other food processing, and large processors
accounted for the majority of subloans. Increasing subloan demand for the
cold storage reflected the good profitability of the cold storage industry
in late 19709, while depressed demand for food processing was attributable
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largely to frustrated investment desire affected bys (i) economic
recessions prevailing throughout the world at that time, and (it) food
prices Increasing in 1980 and 1981 at a faster rate than income, Which
resulted in reduced demand for many foodstuffs. The Bank requested that:
(i) further lending for freesing and cold storage be deferred to the latter
part of the project period and total lending for these components not
exceed the amount indicated in the Bank's Appraisal Report (371 of total
lending amount) and (Ui) AFDC accelerated its efforts to lend to medium and
small scale processors to achieve the project objectives.
3.08 AFDC Increased prouotion activities by newspaper advertisements
and other means to: (i) finance medium and small processors hidch were the
principal recipients of the project funds, and (ii) to seek ouLt potentially
profitable investments covering a wide range of food processing eligible
for financing under the project. As a result, the project continued to
progress satisfactorily, and especially the rate of lending picked up
momentum so that total lending, which had been lagging In early 1982 was
again on scheduled at the end of 1982. The project made a; s3gress of 74Z
and 52X in terms of the approved subloan amounts and reimbursements from
the Bank, respectively. Medium and small processors accounted for 602 of
the subloans approved and of these, food processang accounted for 631 and
cold storage 371. These were in compliance with the project target
envisaged under the Loan Agreement and in the Appraisal Report.
3.09 As of June 30, 1984, the project funds were fully committed for
the original target amount of US$63.0 million, including the Government's
contribution of US$13.0 million. Since a portion of the approved subloan
amount would be cancelled due to subborrowers' savings of the project
costs, lack of collateral, etc., AFDC had to receive additional loan
applications to complete disbursements under the project. Therefore, AFDC
proposed to the Bank that the project period be extended to February 28,
1985. The Bank agreed to the proposed extension. A total of 156 subloan
applications were received, of which 128 subloans amounting to W 46,854
million were approved. Another 28 subloans amounting to V 17,826 million
were withdrawn or rejected due to the applicant's weak financial standing,
change of project plan, or proposed type of business outside the scope of
project lending.
3.10 The loan account was closed on June 30, 1985. Disbursements by
AFDC amounted to W 44,375 million, comprising W 44,103 million to 128
processors and W 272 million for technical assistance. Reimbursement from
the Bank was US$47,304,298.10 and the balance of the loan (US$2,695,701.90)
was cancelled. Annex 2 contains a list of subborrowere, their current
operational status and the amount of subloan; Annex 3 shows the subloan
distribution by region and type of processing.
Table 3. *1: PROJECT LENDING BY TYPE OF PROCESSING
Loan Disbursements
Type of Processing Number W million
1. Freezing and cold storage facilities 35 14,366
Chill storage 16 4,360
Freezing and cold storage 19 10,006
II. Other Processing Facilities 93 29,737
Fish meat processing 13 6,075
Rice and barley mill 17 3,390
Drying (e.g., vegetable, seaweed) 17 6,440
Vegetable preservation 13 2,040
Heat processing 6 4,867
canning 2 544
Other fish processing 4 1,005
Starch processing 4 1,835
Dean curd 3 525
Noodles 3 701
Edible oils 3 671
Other food processing 6 1,167
Nou-food processing 2 477
Subtotal 128 44,103
III. Technical Assistance 272
Total 128 44.375
3.11 Subloans for cold storage facilities accounted for 332 of total
disbursements and other processing, 672.
Table 3.2: PROPORTION OF PROJECT LENDING BY TYPE OF PROCESSING
Loan Disbursements
Appraisal Amount
Processing Type Ia Estimate Number (W million) 2
Freezing and cold storage 37Z of less 35 14,366 33
Other processing More than 631 93 29,737 67
Total 1OO2 128 44.103 100
la Based on the subborrovers' processing lines in operation at the end of 1985.
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3.12 To avoid a significant concentration of large subloans and help
finance the investments needs of medium and small processors, lending to large
processors was limited to less than 40S of the project funds with the
remaining 6(% or more earmarked for lending to medium and small processors.
The Government's definition of large and medium/small processors based on
total assets or employment size was used for this purpose. Firms with more
than W 500 million total assets or employment exceeding 300 were conside- d
large, and those with lesser amounts of total assets or number of employees
were medium/small enterprises. Actually, the definition was far from the
reality of the food industry. 1 Therefore, AFDC mad a request from changing
the size of eligible subborrowers (expressed in terms of the value of their
total assets) from W 500 million each to W 1 billion each, which was accepted
by the Bank in Marc), 1982. In terms of size, numbers and amounts, 891 of the
loans and 652 of the available funds were made to medium and small scale
enterprises.
Table 3.3: DISBURSEMENTS BY SIZE OF SUBBORROWERS
Average size
Subborrowers Fund Allocation Loan Disbursements of Loan
(Loan Agreement) (Number) (W million) (2) (W million)
Small and Medium 60S or more 115 28,447 65 247
Large Less than 402 13 25,656 35 1,204
Total 100 128 44,103 100 345
3.13 Individual subloan amounts In excess of US$500,000 required the
Bank's prior approval. Subloans above the APDC free limi.; number 14 or 10I
of the total subloans. At appraisal, these were estimated at about one-
third of the total subloans. All subloan appraisals above the free limit,
Including an economic rate of return analysis, had to be sent to the Bank
for Its review and approval. In the Initial stages of the project
implementation, the market and financial analysis In the subloan appraisal
was not fully satisfactory and took a long time, largely because of the
relative inexperience of Appraisal Division staff in project analysis. In
this connection, copies of subloan appraisals below the free limit were
sent to the Bank for its comment and guidance until an appraisal standard
satisfactory to the Bank was achieved in July 1982.
1 In the case of the food and beverage Industry, firms with more than V 6
billion total assets had been classified as large enterprises under the
Small and Medium Business Act. The size was raised to W 20 billion in
July 1986.
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Subloan Terms and Conditions
3.14 The lending rate to subborrowers was determined by the welghted
average cost of AFDC's borrowings from the Bank and the Government plus
minimum 32 interest spread required by AFDC to cover its administrative
costs. An lnterest rate of 122 under the vrolect has been hilher than that
charted by other financial institutions for similar tvIea of loan g10 -
11.52). The subloan repayment period was determined up to 12 years,
including three years grace by AFDC's cash flow estimate of each
subproject. Actually, AFDC granted an average repayment period of nine
years including two years grace.
Subloan Recoverv and Impact on AFDC's Financial Situation
3.15 Payment of subloans is made twice yearly. If a subborrower falls
to make payment, AFDC sends a letter to request prompt payment. If there
Is no response, a staff member visits the plant and checks out the
operational status. Based on the results, AFDC begins the legal procedures
to have collaterals or guarantees for subloans utilized. Public auction is
held by judiciary courts. If no buyer Is found, AFDC takes possession of
the subproject In order to find any other possible way to recover its
fundst to sell the plant to any buyer offering some funds (five year
repayment with an interest of 11.51) or to integrate It Into APDC's own
operations. During project Implementation, the Korea Credit Guarantee Fund
provided the interim collaterals. The Cradlt Fund has rejected seven
claims submitted by AFDC on subprojects foreclosed during construction.
AFDC had to bring lawsuits against the Credit Fund to recover subloans. As
a result, two subloans were recovered. Five claims are currently under
consideration by the courts.
3.16 Subborrowers have Increasingly faced financial difficulties ince
the latter half of 1984. Of the 1000 subloans outstanding at the end of
1985, 82 were in arrears, including 29 subprojects under legal proceedings
(Table 3.4). Increasing foreizn ezchanLe risk o subloans wa one of the
major reasons for increasina bad debts. In 1986, AFDC took measures to
avert the prospect of further subproject failures. Subloans for 65 small
and medium processors were converted into local currency loans which
relieved them of foreign exchange risks. As a result, sublouns in arrears
were reduced to W 5,222 million for 26 processors In December 1986.
Table 3.4: AGE BREAKDOWN OF ARREARS
O - 6 mos. 6 - 12 mos. > I year Total
Amount (W million) 1,251 3,516 10,724 15,491
Number of subloans 15 18 29 62
Arrearage as Z of amount due 37 52 80 66
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3.17 Over the past five years (1980 - 1984), AFDC's operations resulted
in before tax profits of W 1,979 million despite great losses (W 2,816
million) on lending under the Back-financed projects (Annex 1, Tables 1 and
2). In 1985, AFDC recorded a lost of V 313 million due to increased losses
on Bank projects (W 2,869 million).
Technical Assistance and Trainina
3.18 Originally, the Loan Agreement provided financing for 1002 of
foreign expenditures for technical assistance, market studies and overseas
training. In August 1980, AFDC requested, and the Bank agreed to, an
amendment to the Loan Agreement whereby 1002 of foreign expenditures or 802
of total expenditures for technical assistance would be financed. Funds
allocated for technical assistance components were US$500,000 but
US$323,004 was reimbursed as shown In Table 3.5.
Table 3.5: TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
Local Foreign Total
Category ----- W million ---------
Regional cold storage study 13 52 65
Agroprocessing facility study 19 76 95
Employment of foreign consultants (2) - 81 81
Overseas staff training
Loan management (2 staff) - 10 10
Marketing management (2 staff) - 12 12
Agroprocessing technol,gy (2 staff) - 9 9
Total 32 240 272
(US$323,004)
3.19 To estimate the investment needs for agroprocessing facilities,
two studies were conducted with the consent of the Bank as part of the
technical component of the project. O-e of them was the rezional cold
storaRe study completed in June 1981. The study report analysed freezing
and cold storage capacity requirements by area. These requirements were
compared with existing capacities, again on an area basis. AFDC's lending
for freezing and cold storage facilities was guided by the findings of the
study on the future investment needs for such facilities. There was an
atroprocessina study in 1983 for pro1ected investment needs in the entire
atrouroceos in subsector. Future demand for agroprocessed products was
estimated on the basis of the recent trends In consumption, projected
increases in population and per capita incomes, and the estimated Income
elasticities of demand for the products concerned. Then additional
capacity to meet the project demand for the various processed products was
estimated. AFDC felt obliged to conduct such a study to determine the
direction of lending for agroprocessing facilities in the latter part of
the project.
3.20 AFDC employed foreign experts in agroprocessing, marketing and
processing engineering too (i) assist the Project Department staff In
strengthening subloan appraisal capability, technical extension to
processors and preparation of proper staff training programs, and (it)
prepare a recommendation report for future development of Korea's
agroprocessing industry. Two experts (one agroprocessing expert and one
marketing specialist) were employed by AFDC for six months each in 1982.
Originally AFDC was to employ three experts. However, since one
agroprocesslng specialist had accepted other eomitments imediately before
his assignment to APDC, It was lpossible to assign an alternative expert
in his place. The consultants contributed to increased capability of the
Project Department technical staff in somQ respects, particularly in
project appraisal, and organized preparation of technical design and
reports, but they did not show great competence in carrying out the terms
of reference under the consultant contract, partly because theor working
experiences were limited to some specialized areas, and partly because it
required time for them to familiarize themselves with the real features of
Korea's agrophocessing Industry. Since the foreign experts worked through
their local counterparts, their effectiveness also depended on the quality
of the counterparts.
3.21 AFDC management and staff participated in two to three week study
tours abroad. A loan management team visited promotional institutions in
the agroprocessing subsector in the U.S., Japan and Taiwan for three weeks
In 1983. A marketing management team was sent abroad for three weeks in
July 1984, mainly for observation of marketing chain activities in the same
three countries. Two agroprocessing engineers visited agroprocessing
companies and food research institutions in the U.S. and Denmark for two
weeks in October 1984. The short-term observation tours were not able to
meet the need for specialized on-the-job training to broaden the experience
of technical staff to enable them to anticipate and solve design and
operational problems their subborrowers would encounter. Attendance at
technical short courses abroad would have been more effective.
Cost and Financing
3.22 The total project cost wa estimated to be W 48,600 million on
which 601 would be foreign exchange costs (Table 3.6). Directly imported
equipment accounted for 7S of project costs, because civil works could be
supplied locally and there were many local suppliers of agroprocessing and
.ilated o iApment, including facilities to service them. Imported
equipment was limited largely to sophisticated, fully automated processing
lines to produce uniform and high quality products as adopted by large-
scale plants. Modern equipment and methods for processing meat and dairy
products, snack foods, fish meat paste, etc. were introduced for this
purpose.
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3.23 At appraisal the subborrowers were expected to finance 252 (US$21
million) of the total project cost of US$84 million, APDC 152 (US$13
million) and the Bank 602 (US$50 million), which was equivalent to the
foreign exchange cost. APDC genorally provided 75Z of eligible project
costs which included cvil works, equipment, design and contingencies.
Actually the Bank finanaing amounted to US$47.304 million and tie
Government's contribution, equivalent o US$13.0 million, was wholly
provided to AFDC. The subborrowers' contribution increased to 322, while
the Bank and AFDC share declined to 54Z and 141, respectively. However,
the proportion botween the Bank and APDC share remained unchanged on local
currency basis (79:21).
Table 3.7t ACTUAL PROJECT FINANCING AND APPRAISAL ESTIMATE
Apiraisal Estimate Actual Financing
Source US$ million 2 W million 5
The Bank 50 60 35,154 54
AFDC (Government's contribution) 13 15 9,221 14
Subtotal 63 75 44.375 68
Subborrowers' contribution 21 25 21,196 32
Total 84 100 65.571 100
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Procurement
3.24 AFDC's procurement procedures and arrangements were in line with
those of other financial institutions in Korea. The procedures were
designed to ensure that procurement would be performed with due regard for
economy and efficiency. Borrowers were required to procure through local
competitive bidding (LCB) or prudent shopping using the three-bid method,
depending on the type of items and amounts involved:
(a) For subprojects requiring only ciiil works, procurement was
subject to the three-bid method for contract amounts up to
US$500,000 and LCB for amounts over US$500,000;
(b) For subprojects requiring only equipment, procurement was made
through the three-bid method for contracts up to US$100,000 and
LCB for amounts exceeding US$100,000; and
(c) For procurement of both civil works and equipment under a
single contract, LCB was applied to contract amounts exceeding
US$600,000.
Purchase off-the-shelf was also permitted where appropriate, normally for
smnor items or if it wes cost effective. The final award of the contract
was subject to AFDCs approval. Under the project, procurement by
subborrowers was generally economical and efficient.
Disbursement and Allocation of Loan Proceeds
3.25 After the first year of the project's implementation period, the
disbursement rate increased slowly, but disbursements lagged behind
appraisal estimates in spite of APDC"s endeavors to achieve the lending
target (para. 3.09 and 3.09).
Table 3.8: SCHEDULE OF DISBURSEMENTS
Cumulative Disbursements
Calendar Appraisal Actual Actual/Appraisal
Year _- (US$ '000)------- (S)
1981 15,000 11,437 76
1982 32,000 26,554 83
1983 46,000 40,038 87
1984 50,000 45,762 92
1985 47,304 95
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Table 3.9t ALLOCATION OF PROCEEDS OF LOAN
Appraisal Actual Actual/Appraisal
Category ------- US$) ---------- (2)
Subloans for processing 49,000,000 46,981,294 96
facilities
Technical assistance 500,000 323,004 65
Unallocated 500,000 - -
Total 50.000.000 47.304,298 95
IV. FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC EVALUATION
4.01 The project has attained the following economic benefitas
(a) establishment of 128 agroprocessing facilities including
improvements in five existing plants;
(b) creation of 3,500 jobs in processing at an estimated cost of
US$24,800 per job;
(c) temporary employment for about 2 million manday. annually,
excluding employment of workers for construction the processing
facilities;
(d) freeinsg, cold storage and processing of a wide variety of
agricultural, livestock and fishety products valued at W 210
billion In 1985;
(e) yearly export earnings of US$35 million (e.g., frozen
strawberries, processed chestnuts, snack foods, fish meat
paste);
(f) reduced wastage of farm produce from spoilage and loss through
the provislon of additional processing and cold storage
capacity, and improved effici.ency of processing; and
(g) non-quantifiable benefits such as improvements to public health
through increased supply of better quality and larger variety
of processed foods and other agricultural products processed at
more hygienic facilities.
The table below shows the project achievements in comparison to those
envisaged at appraisal.
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Table 4.1: PROJECT PERFORMANCE
Appraisal Estimate Actual
(at full development) (in 1985)
FRR (I) 24 14
Exports (US$ million) - 35
Employment (jobs) 5,000 3,500
Processed products (W billion) 282 210
Financial Rate of Return
4.02 At appraisal the overall financial rate of return (FRR) for the
types and numbers likely to be financed was estimated at about 24X, based
on typical models of each of the subprojects. The estimated overall
economic rate of return (ERR) was about 212. The financial rate of return,
after financing was less than anticipated at appraisal, ranging from IIZ to
171 with an overall FRR of about 141. These are based on the typical
processing plants now in normal operation (Annex 4, Tables 1-8).
Table 4.2: FINANCIAL RATE OF RETURN
Typical Model Appraisal Actual
Chill storage 26 15
Freezing and cold storage 22 15
Meat processing 21 17
Rice mill - 11
Drying 31 13
Vegetable preservation 35 15
Overall /a 24 14
la Based on weighted average of investment cost.s
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Operational Status of the Subborrowers
4.03 At the end of 1986, 108 subprojects or 84X of the 128 cold storage
and processing facilities financed under the project were In operation.
Another 17 subprojects (132) were closed down, mainly for financial
difficulties and the remaining three subprojects (3Z) were being used for
purposes other than processing (Table 4.3). Pro^essors in freezing and
cold storage, canning and meat processing are in normal operation. Success
In freezing and cold storage operation lies in the fact that such
facilities are situated in large production areas like Busan or in the
vicinity of large consumption areas. Subloans for canning and meat
processing were disbursed to large processors or much experience companies.
4.04 Meanwhile, processors engaging in chill storage, fish meat
processing, drying and vegetable preservation have not shown good
operational results. Since most chill storage operators depend on the
storage of onions, their business success is affected by the production and
price trend of onions. For the past five years, Government price
stabilization schemes for this crop have not been in favor of storage
operators. Especially in 1981 and 1982, when most subborrowers were in
their first or second operating year, their operating loss in onion storage
was too great to sustain. Low operating performance in fish meat
processing is attributable to difficulty in market development and
decreasing rw material production like Alaska pollack and corvenia. Since
aubborrowers are mostly medium sized processors producing relatively high
prices, medium quality products, they have to compete with poor and mall-
sized processors' low priced, low quality products and the large
processors' high quality products. Drying and vegetable preservation
industries are in low capacity utilization due to the seasonality of raw
material production and overcompetition among small processors.
Table 4.8: CuI3RN OPERATONAL STATUS OF SUBPROJECTS
Ogeratlonal Status Ow_ershis
CIosed Other Trans-
Type of Processing Operating Down /I /k Total Unchanged torred Total
Chill storage is 2 1 1C 7 0 16
Freezing and cold storage 19 O a 19 16 1 10
Fishmeat processing 12 1 0 18 6 7 18
RIce milling 16 1 0 17 1? O 17
Drying 18 4 O 17 15 2 17
Vegetable preservation 9 4 O 18 6 7 18
Moat processing 6 O O 6 5 1 6
Other processing 20 6 2 27 18 9 27
Tota 16N 17 8 128 92 86 126
l3x 13S 2X 1I61 72X 26X 166X
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4.05 As compared with large processors, small and medium processors,
accounting for 892 of the subloans, encounter many operational problems In
carrying out their business due to lack of working capital and competent
personnel, relatively slow response to changing market conditions, market
development requiring higher cost with one product or a few products,
increasing market entry by foreign brand grocessed foods, consumers;
preference for famous brands, large processors' participation In producing
prospective intermediate products, etc. However, in recent years,
subborrowers have tot into severe financial difficulties In vart because of
the foreian exchante risk on t1he Bank loan. Large processors financed
under the project have till now no problems, while few small firms have the
resources to sustain losses during the downturns in their business cycles.
4.06 To date, ownership of 36 subprojects or 282 of the total subloans
has already been transferred to other processors apparently because of
operational problems enumerated above. Some part of subproject failure
would be found in superficial evaluation of subprojects to achieve the
lending target. Especially, subloan appraisal for inexperience, newly
established companies should have been more prudent.
4.07 The follow measures have been taken to assist subborrowers,
especially small and medium processors, in improving their operating
status$
(a) The Government made a local currency loan to AFDC in the amount
of W 17.1 billion so that AFDC could refinance 65 still
operating small and medium size subprojects that had received
subloans from the Bank loan. The lending rate to subborrowers
is 122 p.a.2 and the repayment period has been extended to one
to four years from the previous commitment period, based on the
foreism exchange loss of each subyro1ect. By refinancinz these
subloans with local currency, the subborrowers were relieved of
the foreign exchanze risk.
(b) For chill storage operators, electricity charges account for
about 372 of their chill storage costs. On the recommendation
of the Chill Storage Operators Association, the Government has
reduced their electricity charges by some 40S by applying
farming purpose electricity charges (basic W 1,019lkW,
additional W 35/kWh). Previously, lidustrial use charges were
applied (basic W 3,495/kW, additional W 52/kWh).
(c) Working capital financing has been Increased. Especially, the
list of commodities eligible for financing under raw material
procurement loans has been expanded (i.e., potatoes, carrots,
ginger).
2 The lending rate was reduced to 112 on January 1, 1987.
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(d) AFDC provided market outlet arrangements for small and medium
processors. Their products are distributed to AFDC's direct
sales stores. Their lntermediate goods like fish meat paste
are supplied to AFDC's subsidiary company or other large
processors; and
(e) Technical extension and training for processors are provided by
AFDC's Food Research Institute. Technical assistance provided
includes instant food packaging, oil extraction techniques, and
storage methods for natural pine mushroom.
V. INSTITUTIONAL PERFORMANCE AND DEVELOPMENT
5.01 The project helped AFDC to strengthen its capability to carry out
its role as a development finance organization, i.e., to select viable
enterprises and provide the financial, managerial and technical assistance,
as needed, for implementation of agroprocensing subprojects which generate
non-farm jobs for rural workers and offer alternative market outlets for
farmers' production. To Improve the effectiveness of its appraisal,
supervision and technical assistance, AFDC upgraded training programs for
its Project Department staff which Included on-the-job training by senior
staff and short-term overseas study tours. APDC supplemented, from time to
time, its technical capability by recruiting both local and foreign
consultants when needed for appraisal, market studies or other activities.
5.02 In the course of the implementation of the Bank-financed project,
AFDC has been gradually realized as the agency exclusively responsible for
development of the agroprocessing Industry. Under the rural industry
promotion program implemented in 1985, the Government is planning to
establish 150 rural industrial complexes throughout the country. AFDC
assumed responsibility for financial and non-financial support to the
agroprocessing subsector under the program. The lending target ln 1986 was
W 20 billion and the comparable volume in 1987 is expected to be V 30
billion, of which some 201 will be for agroprocessing facilities (cold)
storage and rice milling is not eligible for financing under the program).
5.03 AMDC was created as a development agency to support and engage in
measures designed to contribute to increased farm income and a balanced
supply of food products. These measures have been expanded over time to
include development and promotion of the agroprocessing industry,
administration of the Agricultural Products Price Stabilization Program
(APPSP), research on food processing technology, and improvement of
agricultural marketing, including marketing training at its Agricultural
Marketing Training Institute. AFDC's activities would bo widened under the
proposed Agriculture and Fisheries Marketing Corporation (AFNC), which
would substitute for AFDC. The proposed APMC is now under consideration by
the National Assembly.3 AFDC's future activities would involve:
(i) specializing in import of agricultural and fishery products for price
3 AFHC was approved by the National Assembly on December 31, 1986.
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stabilization and policy purposes, (li) taking over marketing support
services (i.e., informstion, training, food research and developments) as
Its own operation from currently governmont-sponsored operations,
(III) promoting development of the flower industry, (iv) strengthening
overseas market information services Including establishoment of a branch
office, (v) gradual expansion of barter trade to export surplus produce
such as apple, pear, garlic and onion, and (vi) export market development
for prospective Items like tomato, cucumber and strawberry,
(vii) controlling the direct operstion of the APPSP, and (vili) transfer of
some items (i.e., sesame, red bean), under buffer stock operation Into
AEDC's own operation.
VI. AMN PE1RFMlANCE
6.01 In all there were six supervision missions during project
lmplementation. Through supervision missions and review of subloans, the
Bank has made a significant contribution to institutional development of
AFDC as a stronger and truly development-oriented organization. The Bank's
assistance ranged from review and comments of subloan appraisal reports to
the selection of consultant candidates, suggestions on market studies and
proeurement procedures, end upgraded training program. In early 1584 the
project showed evidence that a number of subborrowers were experience
financing difficulties. The Bank pointed out some specific areas to be
focussed in subproject appraisal, including creditworthiness of the
borrower, reliability and completeness of his financial statements, the
sensitivity of the financial analysis to product price decreases or raw
material price increases, and the accuracy of market projections. This
helped AFDC to select more financial responsible borrowers and more viable
projects for the next lending activities. In particular, the December 1984
supervision mission focussed mainly on the issue of subproject
foreclosures, paying particular attention to APDC's policies and procedures
for appraisal, supervision, loan administration, and technical assistance.
The mission's findings and recommendations were helpful to AFDC as it works
out a solution to the problem of foreclosures. Bank supervision of the
project was also adequate in terms of frequency of supervision missions.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
7.01 Development of the agroprocessing industry was an objective of the
Government's Fifth Five-Year Plan (1982-86). Justification fro adopting
the objective rested on satisfying consumer demand for processed
agricultural, livestock and fisheries products, and increasing rural
incomes and creating additional employment. The project played an
Important role In achieving this, resulting in increased rural income and
employment, although it did not reach the levels anticipated at appraisal.
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7.02 The main lessons to be learned from the second project ares
(a) Proiect desian. The project design addressed the main Issues
that had arisen during implementation f Loan 994-KO (discussed
in the overview of the Project Performance Audit Report), such
as project scope, project organization, effectiveness
conditions and project procurement. Those ame issues did not
arise again during the second project.
(b) Larne agrovrocessors. Since the scale of operations in the
agroprocessing industry was getting larger in line with the
growth of the economy and certain types of agroprocessing
business vould be bighly capital Intensive requiring
Introduction of advanced foreign technology and equipment,
AFDC proposed more subloans to large companies. The number of
bad debts might not have been so great If the Bank had agreed
to a greater portion of the loan being extended to large
agroprocessors.
(c) Cold st,rare. The loan could have supported more cold storage
companies since cold stores located in large fishing ports have
enjoyed comparatively high utilization rates. AFDC proposed
subloans for cold storage facilities, especially around the
Busan area, and the lank continuously urged AFDC to hold down
on the number of such subloans to prevent overcapacity. Cold
storage companies in these areas are doing well.
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ANX 1
Table 1
ADCs AtUDITSD INCOMSE 1SATE T (1980 - 85)
(W Million)
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
ODeratinA Income
Interest Inc=* on loans 3,200 b,670 6,534 9,967 11.379 12,165
Intereot on deposits 61 109 17 30 9 130
Dividends 192 40 163 660 1,677 557
APPSP purchase and sales / 1,595 2,062 2,669 2,559 7,172 11,205
Comissions and such 127 235 287 407 529 1,844
Total 5.175 7.116 9.670 13.623 20.765 25.902
Overattna Expenses
Interest expense on LIT
borrowing 1,122 1,773 2,758 4,519 5,232 5,641
Interest expoens on S/T
borrowings 988 1,644 1,802 2,380 2,013 1,814
Aduinistrative e peses 1,160 1,468 2,107 2,868 9,614 12,705
APPSP expenses 1,595 2,062 2,669 2,559 2,439 5,857
Commitment charges and such 90 295 172 265 187 1,639
Total Ooeratf i Expenses 4.955 7.242 9.508 12.591 19.485 27.656
Operatint Income/(Losses) 220 (126) 162 1.032 1.280 (1.756)
Other Incomel(Losses)
Gain on securities sold 717
Amortization of foreign currency
losses (216) (327) (327) (327) (154) (469)
Gains on foreign currency accounts (73) 31 122 60
Miscellaneous ineome (6) 75 (11) (2) (151) 1,912
Total Other Incomq(Losses) (295) 496 (216) (269) (305) (1.443)
Net Income Before Income Taxes (75) 370 (54) 763 975 (313)
Less: Income tax 33 104 185 199 526 747
Net Income/(Losses) (108) 266 (239) 564 449 (1.060)
/a Until 1984, the Government fully underwrote the cost of Implementing the
Agricultural Products Price Stabilization Program, since then AFDC has
received a certain coomission on total sales basis.
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Table 2
AFDCt AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS PROCESSING PROJECTS
ILCOME STATEMENTS (1980 - 1985)
(W million)
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
Ooeratint Income
Interest Income on loans 1,144 1,820 3,182 4,991 5,949 6,850
Interest on deposits 32 70 6 17 1 1
Commitment fees 4 70 72 90 76 11
Total Operatint Income 1.180 1.960 3.260 5.098 6.026 6.862
O>eratin ExDenses
Interest expense on LIT
debt 802 1,466 2,375 3,537 3,923 4,130
Commitment charge and other 101 230 182 97 40 8
Personnel expenses 135 168 181 213 177 174
Technical assistance service
fees 65 81 105 20
Other operating expenses 40 153 201 924 77 84
Provision for possible losses
on debts 3,966 5,455
Total Overatint Expenses 1.078 2.082 3.020 4.876 8.103 9.551
dOeratina Incomel/Losses) 102 (122) 240 222 (2.077) (2.989)
Other Income/(Losses)
Amortization of foreign currency
losses (96) (199) (108) (199) (199) (599)
Other (37) (4) (3) 129 (161) 719
Total Other Income (133) (203) (111) (328) (360) 120
Net Income/l(Losses) (31) (325) 129 (152) (2.437) (2.869)
Deficit at beginning of year 336 367 692 515 363 3.514
Prior period adjustment -
Losses (gains) (48) 714 (2,925)
Deficit at end of year 367 692 515 363 3,514 3,458
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Fas 2 o 
LST OP M RUD LON 1851 - Kai
Disburse- Opertion-
Typ of u nt ol
Processing Ns. oCe epany Plent site (W mIlion) sutas"
Chi storage Dbsh h o ngoe Co. Hanas, Kyongrm 269 A.0
O. Jln Indudtry Co Opang, Chungs.. 266 C.N
Sapoong Nosgsn Co. Asmung, Kyongki 288 B.N
Namyang Isdustrlal Co. Chensgyong, Kyonguam 346 0
Hassung Industrlal Co. Hqun, Chess. 28t F.U
Sinjin Agriecultral Co. Channow", Kyonguam 2m 0
Ilkweng Cold Storage Co. Wonj., Gsngeon 119 0.0
Desdo Industrial Co. "a"pyong, Chonnsn 28 0.0
Eunshe Agricultural Co. Kimbeo, Kyongnam, 834 L.O
Poongyl. Agriculture Co. Yongpoong 289 A.0
Chungsoo Iongson Co. Hawpyong, Cheeses 2?1 C.O
kahmyeng Mongoen Co. Hasyang, Kyongs 701 0.0
bas hn, Shin-Yak Co. WoolIu, Kyongnna 813 0
Chansgung Industry Co. Kiaba, Kyosgnas 289 0
reezing and Seseon Industrial Co. Inchon 6e6 0
cold storage Yuwusn Cold Storage Co. Anyuug, Kyongki 6u 0
fongwon Cold Storage Co. Swwon, Kyongi 94 0
3ong-A Cold Storage Co. Vongin, Kyongi 180 0
ihvung Cold Stoarge Co. bonin, Kyongki 818 0
Eoseong Fishery Cold
Storage C°. Myongite, Ganguor 73 A.0
TaeJ lu Sunup Co. Deejon, Chuysa" IN 0
U aJis Fisheries Co. Djis. KosbAA l,W0 0.0
N as1 Cold Storage Co. Dslsung, Kyongbuk 819 0
Shinjis Fisherles Co. Wolsung, Kyongbuk 285 0
Duekytno Fisherels Co. gumon 289 0
Dadal Mulss Co. Pusa. 1,975 0
eDs) t uloe Co. Pusn 1,870 0
Debu Sanuip Co. Pua s 28 0
Seiky. Co. Pusan 1,402 0
Sej aCold Storage Co. Puan 99 0
D IJn Cold Storage Co. Ir1 Chonbuk 80S 0
Bushes Co. Jonju, Chonbuk 172 0
HanJu Industrial Co. GohWng, Chonnsn 880 0
sbta: 2F1 *c9.96 
/I A :Legal actions completed
B : LJSnl proc dures In proress
C : AFDC take-over
D s AFDC tke-over *nd sold-out
E s Claim for Credit Fund Cuarante Comploetd
F t Under claim for Credit Fund Gusd Guarantee
N : Non-operating (closed down)
0 s Operating
U s Bein used tor otbhr purpoeo
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UST OF SUORY8g R (OANO SIi -KO)
Disburse- Operation-
Type of mont el
Processlng No" of Com_ny Plant Site (W million) st"ts /l
Fish meet Echeon Foods Co. Echeon, Kyongki 6D1 A.0
proe sng Woo tn Foods Co. Yongin, Kyongki 04J F.O
N ung Foods Co. Chungiu, Chungbuk 481 0.0
H In Food. Co. Nonsan, Chunbuam 782 0
Wuj n Co. Cyongan, Kyongbuk 866 0.0
Yongha Senup Co. Youngduek, Kyongbuk 627 C.0
Hando Mulsan Co. Gyongsan, Kyongbuk 840 A.0
Daukung Foods Co. sochang, Kyongonm 288 0
Woorl Foods Co. Wulsen, Kyongnam 864 0.0
Manna Food. Co. Kwangju, Chonnam 20S 0.0
Yusung Foods Co Slnan, Chosna. 679 8.0
Nyundu Foods Co. Mun, Chonnam 849 N
Oyang Fishorles Co. Pusan 479 0
SubtoI.l 13 a-on8
RIcO end Pyongt.ak Milling Co. Seoul 8e N
baroly mIll Sihung Millng Co. Sibung, Kyongki 248 0
Poonsgon Rice mill Gangrung, Ganguon 186 0
Seobung uln an Co. Okehon, Chungbuk 16O F.O
Dasuno Sengho* Co. YosJu, KCyonghuk 1B4 0
Shijang Ricko Mil Oust,Kyonghuk 49 0
l4smyang Sanup Co. Hamyang, Kyogput 209 0
uakng Industrlol Co. Hesasm, Chonse 270 0
Ch=ongho Industrlal Co. Nokpo, Chonnos 186 0
Danrlm RIce mill Yongkwang, Chonnoa 247 0
Nungyang Milling Co. 1ohung, Chonneo 90 0
Nenyang Rice Mill NaJu, Chonna 247 0
Samo RICe Mill Naja Choose. 224 0
Sinaha Sanup Co. 81nnkn, Chosnns 212 0
Doysag RIce Mll oIung, Chonnas 240 0
Songoek Rick MllI Yongk ng, Chonnes 280 0
onognam RICe Mill NJu, Chonnos 229 0
Subtotal 17 8.890
Drying othung Cold Storage Co. Yongn, Kyongki 164 0
Daeyang Foods Co. Yeochon, Chonnam 281 0
Hongtk Sanup Co. HaNpyong, Chonnam 260 0.0
On-yong Fisheries Co. Sinahn, Chonnoe 82 0
Pyongjtn Nongsusn Co. Yongsm, Chonnu. 215 0
Nhong Shim Co. Ansung, Kyongki 2,50B 0
Taegyong Nongeen Co. Anyang, Kyongki 897 0
Semyang Agro-f lsh lo Co. Yogin, Kyongki 026 0
Kyosgki Cold Storage Co. Yongin, Kyongki 152 0
Hankuk Foods Co. Prongteak, Kyongki 146 0
Jugs. Co. Chongon, Chungbuk 268 0
Shinmi Nongopn Co. Wol sung, Kyongbuk 115 C.0
Miyang Co. Hemyang, Kyo gam 197 F.N
Songs. Nongsen Co. awngoan, Choose. 246 0
Wujung Sanup Co. HaPrmong, Chonseo 190 F.N
Saeea Mu lean Co. Iuan, Chonnn 187 E."
P-ksan Tndustrial Co. Musn, Chonno 814 C N
Subtotal 17 440
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U ST OF SUSORUUERS (LOAN 1851 - KOn
Iuburee- Openation-
Type of *mt *1
Proceaig Nase of C_pany Plnt Site (1t IIIon) eSt"" /.
Vegetablo Hannong Co. HWseung, Kyongki so 0
p trvotion Miysng Nongean Co. Vonchon, Kyongkt 128 0
Duol Nongean Co. Denuha., Gengeon 190 0
Isnon Food* Co. W.nj u, Gouns.n 191 0
Kkaang Cenempl Foed Chongwone,Chungbuh es 0
Soo ung Geera l Foods YwWnghon, Kyongbuk 284 C.O
Seoul General Foods Naenn, Kyongnam 15C D.0
Soo Jung Foods Co Eocheng, Kyonguan 210 D.0
Shin-A Silup Co. Changnyong, Kyongaas 262 N
Dagaya Foods Co. Goryong, Kyongbuk 182 C.N
Honshm Foods C. N&JuS Chonnnm 119 A.N
Kumyong Co. Naju, Chonnam 245 D.O
Sinil Nongean Co. Hsupyong, Chonna 122 CAN
Subtotal s18 
_ 04
Mast Choil Sugar Co. Echeon, Kyongki 2,527 0
Pro Ineeig 8oosung Sunup Co. Pyongtoak, Kyongki 98 0
Kyongnao Brolelr Co. YungJ u, Kyongki 72 0
JaitI Farm Co. Unsong, Chungbuk 1,419 0
Gunyong Foods Co. Irt, Chonbuk 874 0
Bunhan Co. 8on3u, Chonbuk S o 0
Subtota I _ UT
Canning Hsitul Agro-fieherteo Co. Jou 225 0
Kuakang Ftiheries Co. Toagi 1, Kyongbuk 819 C.N
Subtotala 
Other filh Woojin Muloan Co. Sokho, Gangmon 152 0
procong lng Osa-h ng Co. yongtaek, Kyongi 146 0
Jungon Sunup Co. Yongdook, Kyoagbuk 612 0
Daekyung Flshorlto Co. Pu _ 95 0
Subtotal 4 fi
Starch Dooen Grain Co. Ec<oon, Kyongki 1,915 0
proee engq OckGan Industrial Kemp""ng, Chonnu 248 O.0
Songdo Co. Muan, Chonnsn 822 0
Dongwu Jebun Co. "bnpyong, Chonnum 25C C.N
Subtotal 4 1.885
Been curd Kyungsan Foods Co. Kyungsn, Kyongbuk 71 0
DongJ;o Foods Co. Dauyang, Chonnan 287 0.0
Honaa Mulsan Co. mun, Chonnrm 167 A.N
Subtotal S 525
Noodle uami Food Co. Dasyng, Chonna 128 U
DoeJu Foods Co. Unsung, Chungbuk 178 A.0
lha Young Co. Inehon 40C 0
Subtots B t71
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Page 4 Of4
LS? OF SUBOORROWERS (LOIN1651 - K8
DOlburrs- Op.rat)on-
Type of innt of
Procesuing Nume of Company PMant $tt (W atllton) status /a
Edible oIls  Dobo Nongon Co. Ech en, Kyongkl a49 B.0
DOnbo Nonagen Co. Ecoten, KyoOgk1 227 8.0
Daswon Edible Oils Co. Pyongtaek, Kyongkt # 8.0
SubtotlI a 0e1
tee crem Korean taoeng P.uducte Co. Sugnes.r Kyongkl 270 0
Soybean milk Dongeung Foods Co. Deepu 117 C.0
Fermented
soyboens Tasung Nongean Co. Wuljus, Kyongnm 218 0
Refined salt Seagee Salt Farm C. Nw aung, oOgI 2S 0
Bakory SolmOn Confectionery Sihung, Kyonki 4.0
Persimmon
procesnIng Wull Industry Co. Sanjiu, Kyongbtk 49 U
Subt-otaL 9 1.167
Non-food Sun nong Co. Ikens, Chonbuk a"7 0
processing Jungnong Sanup Co. Yongam, Chonnam 170
Subto4 1 2 477
Total 12 Subborrowes 44,M
c _um=
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TWET
Im, su mmn Itm *t ivN0OTl0
1athm~~~~~~~~~~ ~Kyonsbult
TyJ f prsGS6SR0 *of&e aMrsbub Chunag. am.ub O.em 040 Kyonuna Pun bag. JaJu intel
Free:lng &Cold ChiI Il8ar"g. I 8 7 I 1 is
"tor*e d (frit, bl*) ) () (7) (2.066) () (890) (4.360)
ressingAo eldatara. a 6 1 19
(fish. msat) (tons1) (100 (477 (am) (1.114) (4.651) (78 (10.004)
Other f.oW 2 1 is
proneenlg Fabh _8t protgme (1.14) C461) ( . ((47) (6.075)
Rle 1 10 1 17
nice.& barley edl I (4) 1 (0.109) (185 (90 (15)(,890)
Onling (vegetable, 1 17
ieared) (4.100) (S) (197) (6,440)
2 1 1 8 1 8~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 13
Vegetable prseareatIm (101) (as) (110) (1. (116) (617) (2.040)
8 1 ~~ ~~ ~~2 2 a 8a 6
NA" pr_oetal (2,667) (1,410) Om (867) () (617) CM(2) (4,86
1 1 2
Camilng (810) (25 (544)
1 ~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~1 1 1 4
0th. fiab proaeng ) (146) (6M (95) (1) (O106)
March proesslng (1.015) (ZI) (1,88a)
2 18
on cord (414) (7) )
Needle. (406 (173) (125) t701)
UtlbI. dII (07) (671)
other food a 2 16
prooel(ns89) (866) (21* (1.167)
Nn-flab outch iking 1 2
Progaa1n (07 (170) (477)
80 6 a 84 16 is 0 6 2 12
Total (14,704) (282) (1,150) (1.678 (e,) (5.876) (S.9 (S (770) (545) (44,106)
Nr-a: Figures in pargebaese ladlet. debuwreAnt la W el II tla.
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i~~N a a 
3 g " a- * | 
a I U I:~~ :U,1 
AMM4
Tabla 2
ANChL RATI OF RFTLti R1R MUM AN _ _ D SC RAOE
SUBF*DAfCT VL4 f S1l9 PLAmnT
(In million Won)
1a 2d Ad AM Xh Oh ZX a g 10T 12
So las eveue 2,109 1,655 4,716 4,819 4,019 4,819 4,819 4,819 4,819 4,019 4,619 4,819
Itzldul Volvo of fxim
*sesets 542
IWAL L2.2f AJE '-n' A&M &A Aii2 A*= LJ Ao '3M AJ12 AA
Projet Inuwstm.t & capital
expenitur 1,566 - - - - 100 - - - U - -I
Working capital 156 1# 142 s8 48 - - - - - -
operating xpenditure 2,100 8,310 4,155 4,835 4,486 4,488 4,486 4,486 4,486 4,486 4,436 4,486
Intre payment of S/t 1t 2 20 20 15 19 5 - - - - -
borrowing
ITaL A,5 4AS 4,499 d43 U 4L 4A" W4M M A"
Nat Ine Iana Benefit Stroam C.1,1). 11 in *2 5 2215 V AZ AU mA Al an *
R2R a Ilk,
A= 4
&P1AIA RAIfi fTM IFOR IRIZNAh L) d STORM!g
SUaPRO.IEC ON"AL STZE MLM,
im Z JLm 
Sales 864 614 766 0 5 ON ON 6 665 666 606 5 6N 5
Resldual value of fixed aesSt 149
DIA~L MAu i zmm m m ua Am
ca_ I
Project inwveemb A capital 
.x rnditsr.e 474 - - - - 9 - - - 20 - -
Workng capltal 6 t 19 I IJ - - - - - - - t
Operaing expenditue 86 524 7 7 7 76 7 M 700 76 7M 
ltur.stpeyntn of S/T b.rowing 2 5 6 6 4 6 2 1 - - -
XAtaL 03 An3 XE XIS f& XS XE ZI XE XE XE X
AM 3 a U At 33 EAn is 6 Al 13 Ii
pan a MIS
ANNEX 4
Table 4
P!MANrTAL RATE OF RETUR PCR llEA1PAUa
(in milion V..)
li 2nd kd dU h bk Zh S~h fl 9 1 2
Sales revenue 4,814 8,62 6,609 8,720 0,720 6.720 6,720 8,720 8,720 8,720 8,720 8,720
Residual vaiue of fia.d
ases"t 65W
IOML A" n.M LAM UN UN UN UN UN UN UN UN to
1Lamm *I2 .2 ,87
Project Invtment A capital '
exp>nditure 1I66m - - - 160 - - - 200 - -
Worcing capital 22 124 i8 1 o - - - - - - -
operating expenditure 4,242 6,678 6,257 8,27S 8,278 s,m 8,8 6,27 8,27 8,27S 8,273 6,278
Interest payment of 8/T
borrowing 7 20 20 20 15 19 5 - - - - -
1L S LAC Lii 1.15 nt nM M ml la AZ nm Lm nz
NMt ae nI BenefiStino (lo2) in "A An 2l Ii "I 44 2i IAZ i mi
ElR tl 19.81t
Table J
FNAKtCAL RAT! OF RETUMN FOR 0!C! SLAtn Mo SUBPROJEC
(in miltlign WNMI
uk 2d k:d Ah M 1 kh am uTH 1 
Sates rwenu. 21K 1,266 1,5515' 1,585 1,58 1,1,585 1,585 1,585 1,585 1,585
Residual wvale of1 i*txd asests 47
12" Dit Lin1 Li Linl llB lvt8 t" ,U j8M ,li 16 sss 8
Project investmnt a capital
expenditures 16 - - - - - - - - - -
Working capital 18 25 15 10 10 - - - - - - -
Operating expenditure 779 1,288 1,642 1,542 1,642 1,542 1,542 1,542 1,542 1,642 1,542 1,542
Interest payment of SIy
borrowing 1 8 8 2 1 - - - - - -
Tl a sa 2 u LAi 1.E 1.u4z 1,C42 LOW2 Liz u
tu.Ina I talle.Ilt Stream L1 Z 21 X Al2 U X X d AA AA A
FRR a 1SX
i] q !! X | t - 31 
4 ~~S ww |l 
q XX |l 
Q g! ! llW
| ! ! ag|g uX
X~ X X .1 
| | X lllF W~~~0
! X Ii1 j ,1 *z 
X iaiX "
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197688 MORLDDENUT
AAFMC K23297
AGRICULTURE* INFRASTRUCTURE AND
tWAN RESOURCES DIVISION
ERTIONS EVALUATION DEPARTENT
THE UORLD AN.
FOR MR. GRAHAM WONILUSN CHIF
RE PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT ON KORFA SECOND AGRICULTURAL
PRODUCTS PRCESSINS PROJECT(LOAN 165140) ATEI
JANUARY 2, 19M.
NE VOUII LIKE TO ADISE Y TIHAT ME GNERALLY AGR MITH
YOUR COMIENTS ON TIE NAIN ISSU ARIION DURIN IMPLEMQNATION
OF LOAN 1651tO. THREE MORN AND RICE NIllIM IN LIBES
26 AND 27 ON PAGE 6 OF THE BANK'S OVERVINip UHICO UE PRESM
LOULD BE TYPRHICAL ERRORSv SHOU K DELETED.
I) e'.8E UISH TO ADD THAT AFIC A REBORN TO THE AGRICULTAL AND
FISHERY MARETING CWORATION(AFNC) ASOF JANARY 1 197
TO VIDEN ITS FUNCTIONS IN PRONOTING THE DEVELOPNENT OF
AGROPROCESSINS A D AGRICULTURAL MARKETINS INDURY IN KOREA.
THE INALUABLE ASSISTANCE PVIDED TO AFNC FOR TIE P
JECT
BY THE DANK IS GRATEFULLY AC0LEIE.
BEST REGARDS, AHN KYO-DUCK PRESIDENT
THE AGRICULTURAL AND FISHERY MARKETING CORPORATION.
SEOUL KOREA.
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